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7»i« /aajwr treats th* problem of Natural Circulation in a complex geometry
similar to that of Miciwr Awer fjotits. A lint experiment has been done at tAe
integral test facility of lüPSSP for several heat flux conditions. Th» results
obtained uere compared uiti numerical simulations for the steady-state regime.
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GOVERKIMft EQUATIONS AMD NUMIRICS

Tha understanding of the natural circulation
is on» of the aajcr steps in deve] ;pinf,
safar and simpler to operate nuclear power' plant*.
Analytical modelling haa be«n done by Zvirin (lhtòlj
and Botalho (1992) for at*ady-stat* and slow
transianta conditions. More sophisticated studies
hav* bt«n dona by Lavine (1986) and Mertol (1982)
considaring two and three diaanaional affects in a
very siaple caosetry. Racently Mtatinghoua*
davalopad a code to analyze natural circulation
undar aavtre accident conditions for PWR (1991).
In order to get soae insight in this area, an
sxpcriaental and analytical prograa atarted *t
ODPISP in 1991. This project includes fundaaental
studies for one and two phase flows and the
application of the current technique» of simulation
to engineering probleu.
This activity is divided in three sain phases
occurring simultaneously:
1. fundamental ej^eriaents;
2. integral test facility exr«riMots and
3. analytical and nuaerical studies, leading
to tha develotaent of s computer cxie for
design.
Phase one is a cooperation ta»k between PUC/RJ
and OBPttt focusing the physics of the problva for
different flow regia*» (single and two phase flow»)
and the transient behavior of the systea.
In phase two, experiment» will t« held at the
integral test facility of COPESP, named CTE-15O, to
validai* the code- in complex geometries like thote
of nuclear power plant». This piiase is »si«cially
important to establish appropriate correlations for
friction factors and heat transfer coefficients.
Phase three concerns the development of a numerical tool to simulate on» and two phase natural
circulation problems in transient conditions.
As a first approach to the problem, AJI
experiment was designed to verify if measurable
conditions are obtained for the electric power
available.
Simultaneously to the experiment, numerical
simulations have been don» for different values of
heat flux. Although, at this stage ws are just interested on temperatures and flow rates at the
steady-state regime, transient behavior of the system ie presented to allow the estimation of stabilisation times.
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tfatur*! circulation occurs in loop» where a
r>.-nirc* in connected to a heat sink in a higher
lev*!. Th* flow is generated by the buoyancy force
4ue to density variations, as shown in Figure 1.

MftCTOft
Figure !• Schematic termoeyphon.
7h* analysis presented here is based on a onedint4r.tiur.al formulation of the conservation laws.
Viscous dissipation, axial conduction and heat
losses to the surroundings are neglected. The
Boi:ssines<) approximation is adopted for the driving
force term. The momentum and energy balances for the
fluid are presented below.
equation:
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where:
p
v
t
p

density
velocity at the fluid flow direction
time
pressure

0)

stress
ft gravitational acceleration
Itergy equation:

6T

(2)

Cp specific heat
T tsaMratur*
q"* volumetric heat flux

The set ot
differmtial ««tatioM is solved by tte nodal
wthod. The mabtr of VOIUBM for tte fluid and tte
tubes can be arbitrarily «at and is used to solve
tte energy aquations (for tte fluid and tubes). The
•caantuB equation is integrated around tte loop
(just on* volus») do* to tte assumption of
incompressible fluid. A swai-iaplicit algorithm is
chosen for its flexibility for the time steps. Tte
continuity of test flux at the solid/fluid
interfaces must be satisfisd at each tin» step. A
detailed description of the cod* can be found in
Bastos at alii (1992).
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Considering only radial heat conduction at the
tubes, it was obtained:

lòT

(3)

where:
k thermal conductivity
r radial direction

Tte CTE-15O is tte first Brazilian integral
test facility of high pressure and high temperature,
that simulates tte actual performance of a
Pressurized Hater Reactor ( M R ) . Its main sys*»r.r.
are tte high pressure system, the secondary system,
tte coolant system and tte coolant purification
system. 3i)v» «t alii (195H) give furth*.- information about tte facility.
Figure 2 presents an isometric view of part of
tte primary system of tte CTE-15O showing tte main
equipments and components involved in tte «xp*rinent: tte horizontal shell-and-tub» heat exchanger
(Tl), the electrical heater (A4) and the piping system with valve* and tubes.

(VirriTt»tion^. Corríletions to estiM t * friction losses and he«t transfer coefficients
are necessary due to the ontt-dim^nsional approach of
the problem. Unfortunately, for niturU circulation,
the correlations are functions of l«p's geometry
and this in the biggest, sourer of co ie 3 errors. At
this tin*, as there ar* .no ^xpsriaental results, it
was decided to adopt classical :ort-elatio;>s for the
MusMlt numtor, Nu, «* a function of Grashof. Or,
and Prandtl, Pr, numbers: .
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Tnt form losses are evaluated with forced
circulation correlations from M e lei k (1:460). The
friction factor at all regimes W A S predicted by
Churchill (1977) expression:

Nh«rt:

A • (2.457 In [(7/Re)»» • 0.27«/Dl J'«

Figure 2. Isometric view.

B-(35,72S/Re)'<

Tte characteristics and condition» of
equipments during the experiment are:
Blsetric Hester - A4
* capacity: 500 liters
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these

- capacity on tube aide: 140 llUra
Piping System
- pipes of 80 a of internal disaster.
- Tl ia 6 Matara above A4.
- pip* lancths fro» M to T! and fro* Tl to A4
are, respectively 54 and 78 Meters.
- capacity of pipes used in the experiment:
660 liter».
The following data «ere registered at a
pling rat* of approximately two minutes, fcr 150
minutes in each run:
- three RID temperature indications at two
different places on the hot leg (lines
leading froa A4 to Tl);
- three RTD temperature indications at two
different places on th* cold leg (lines
leading troa Tl to A4>:
- ttn mass flow indications from two full-flow
turbines on the primary system and
- inlet/outlet temperatures and mass flow of
the Tl cooling water.
The heater electric power was calculated for
each run by measuring the applied electric current
an4 tension.
The sass -flow rate «as determined by the neat
•baiftner at the A4. Assuming adiabatic, steady state
flow, follows:

m »q

Table 1 presents, for each noair.*! crie.-tn
power at A4. the mean values of t»e;*r*t.:r?
difference and mass flow rate.
Table 1. Experimental Results
Measured
Power
(•*)

Nominal
Power
(kW)

(kg/s) f

í c:

15

15.510.3

18.81C.:j5

0.19610.006

30

.30.810.5

21.710.25

0.34110. XI9 I

45

45.«iA.*

24.8iO.36

0.444*0.010

60

61.710.7

26.S10.35

0.51510.010

75

76.7*0.9

31.110.35

0.533*0.011

90

S2.S11.2

33.810.35

0.65910.013

105

107.911.3

36.310.35

0.71510.013

120

123.lrl.4

38.510.35

0.76910.014

135

136.611.5

40.410.35

0.81310.014

145

139.411.5

40.610.35

0.82610.014

i

1

The arithmetic mean temperatures at each leg
were used to make the heat balance and calculate the
mass flow. It was considered uncertainties of -0.35 C
for temperature and 1 X for specific heat

where:
m in the mass flow rate through A4;
q ia the electric power at A4;
Cp js the specific heat value at (T cul +T )li y2;
T u , is the temperature at A4 outlet and
Tm is the temperature at A4 inlet.

foaulf - Twenty runs, in two
cf ten at two different days were
i«rfora»<i. The initial electric power at A4 was
if. KM, gcing up to 150 kW, in steps of 15 kW.
Calculations of Departure froa Nucleate Boiling (WJB). under pool boiling •conditions, at the
electrical heater were marie. The ainimum pressure in
th* loop to prevent reaching DN5, with maximum heat
flux in the electrical heater, is approximately 9
bur. S©, the experiment was made with the primary
<.yst*fc around 15 bar absolute pressure.
The water in the loop was at 35 C at the very
beginning of each sequence. All valves in the
priaary system are fully open to ensure the lowest
hydraulic resistance. In order to ensure that all
the heat introduced in the loop would be rejected to
the heat dink, the cooling water flow was set
constant and equal to its maximum value (26 kg/s).
The inlet temperature of the cooling water was also
held constant (25 C).
The temperature sensor closest to the hot
source outlet Indicated erratic behavior. So, the
data from that instrument was disregarded. The
turbine mass flowmeters signals were used only to
confirm the existence of fluid motion inside the
tubes. It was not possible to consider
quantitatively their values since they operated out
of their calibration range.

MM—r»*.-*i Remit». The calculations were
performed dividing the loop in 90 control volumes,
as follows:
- electric heater - 9 slices (18 nodes: 9 for
the fluid and 9 for the walls) and
- neat exchanger - 12 slices (12 node3 for the
fluid, 12 for the walls and 12 for the
cooling water).
The A4 heating elements were not represented
in this modeling. It was considered that all he*t
;omes from the walls.
The largest uncertainties are *xpe<*ie-i to be
on the evaluation of the electrical heater, pusp ar.ci
heat exchanger form losses.
Considering the nodes» at an initial
temperature equal to 20 C and the fluid at r«st, for
a nominal power of 145 kw at A4, the evolution of
the mass flow rate is shown in Pigur* 4.
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figure 3. Mass flow rate evolution.
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This rigur* ah<m\ r.h« oaciilatory rehaviw af
tht aystea. character Uti? cf nautrxl -irculttior.
transient regions. Tb» stabilisation -is*s *r*
aaarwiaattly b hojrs. This ix cue »
initial
conditions (fluid at rest and uniform teaprratur*)
and th» thvnul capacities involveu.
A CQBperis&n btttms the m;*ria*ntai .inrt
!W**ricel* results for *t«*4y-stat*
«r.oHR in Figures 4 «nd b.

i

!n ordor to validate th»
ÍB
conditions, ana»
CTI-150 «ad
procedure ar*
calibration of th» turbia» flouaater» in aa
appropriate rang»;
installation of
differential
pressure
transducers at A4 and Tl;
rfJuction of cooling water flow rate at Tl
to invreae» ita teaparatur* variatioa «nd
ae&sur» tk» kaat loaasa;
«slag of MBpling tia» for longer
4.
ptrioJa of ruaa.
Regarding th» eoanuter cod» evolution,
detailed aodels for A4 and Tl ar* baiag devalopad la
trd>r to h*v* * better representation of th» heat
transfer process»* end to r*fia» th» description of
th» geoaetry.

Th» «uthor* wiah to thank Dr. Alcir da Faro
Orlando and Dr. PHro Carajiloacov for thtir
contribation during all ataga» of thia nark.
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CoMlderlng the «x*crim*nt {«rforawd. i t was
concluded that aeesursbl* conditions,
despite
difficulties tf.r direct tiow x«a»'ir»x^i.t. ar«
obtained for the oi*r*tion*.' S4rw!w» i:tf>wi. Tn*
«oapsrison of the «xperimwUl « w with rh»
nuasrical has shown good .igreenenr for %hn *t*tttystata regia». The differences for higher l*vele of
electric power nay h* #n-i«in*d by the l«cn ->f
inforMtion «bout fora losses.
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